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Market: Micro breweries (including brew pubs)  Note: see next page for Internet market 

 

Factors Information 

Description 
Micro brewers who want to provide specialty beer made from fresh or dried 
hops as a complement to their standard beers made from hop pellets. 

Location Eastern Ontario 

End consumer The customers that buy beer made from our hops 

Products & quantity 

Larger micro breweries will take more than we can possibly grow. The 
other breweries will take smaller volumes related to their size. 
Note: we grow 5 varieties of hops in varying quantities. WE have to find the 
micro breweries who want the type of hops we grow in the quantities that 
we have available. 

Regulations None – the hops are put in boiling water 

Legal requirements None 

Packaging requirements 
Fresh hops: large burlap bags delivered within 24 hours of picking 
Dried hops: 10-12% moisture, vacuum packed with nitrogen in light 
resistant bags 

Product condition requirements 
Minimal leaves and insects (our product has 1% wastage compare with 10-
15% wastage for hops sold by the very large hop yards 

Delivery requirements 
Fresh hops: delivered within 24 hours of picking 
Dried hops: Delivered within two months after picking but can be longer 

Potential gross revenue 
100lbs Fresh = $1,500 
100lbs Dried = $2,500 

Total market costs  
100lb Fresh hops (no labour) $2 / 10lbs bags  = $20 
100lb Dried hops (including labour): $1.00 / lb = $200 
Delivery costs are added to the costs of the hops on the invoice 

Intangible costs For fresh hops: stress from having to pick a lot of hops in a very short time 

Intangible benefits 
Good customer relationships built with the master brewers. Personal 
contact with them makes it much easier to identify and satisfy their 
requirements. 
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Market: Internet 

 

Factors Information 

Description Internet sales to home brewers 

Location Canada (only) 

End consumer Home brewer is buying to make beer for own consuption 

Products & quantity Dried hops in 1 oz packages 

Regulations Cannot do sales in U.S because of border regulations 

Legal requirements None 

Packaging requirements 10-12% moisture, vacuum packed with nitrogen in light resistant 1 oz bags 

Product condition requirements 1% wastage (leaves and insects)  

Delivery requirements 
Do not deliver any hops that have been in cold storage for more than 4 
months. Instruct customer to put in cold storage on receipt. 

Potential gross revenue $5/oz = $80/lb times 10 lbs = $800 

Total market costs  
Packaging: bag + packing time = $1 times 100lbs = $100 
Delivery costs are added to the costs of the hops on the invoice 

Intangible costs 
Requires constant monitoring of emails and having to prepare and deliver 
an order at any time 

Intangible benefits Can sell any hops that are not sold to the breweries 

 

 


